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Information and Submission Requirements
Generally, private postsecondary institutions are expected to have at least three (3) consecutive years of experience delivering postsecondary education programs in Ontario and provide the ministry with three (3) years of audited financial information to be considered for first-time designation under Ontario’s International Student Program (ISP). 
On April 6, 2022, Section 6.2 was added to the ISP Requirements to make some private postsecondary institutions eligible for designation under the ISP even if they have not been delivering postsecondary education programs in Ontario for three consecutive years immediately before application.
To be considered for designation under Section 6.2, an institution must be able to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the ministry that it is low-risk, financially viable, and capable of continuously delivering high-quality and regulation-compliant postsecondary education.
To satisfy this requirement, applicants are expected to provide the ministry with sufficient evidence that demonstrates the institution’s history of providing postsecondary education and specifically that the institution has been financially viable and capable of continuously (i.e., for several years or longer) delivering high-quality postsecondary education in compliance with all applicable legislation, regulation and policies, and that the institution has appropriate supports in place for international students.
The following checklist is intended as a self-assessment tool for first-time applicants seeking designation under Section 6.2. It is intended to help institutions determine if they may be considered to have sufficient operational and financial history to apply for ISP designation and, if so, can submit their application and supporting documentation to be reviewed in detail by the ministry.
Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.
STEP 1: Complete the pre-screening checklist below
Please consider the timing and propriety of submitting an application to the ministry based on the results of the pre-screening checklist.
If, based on your answers to the pre-screening checklist, your institution appears to have sufficient operational and financial history to apply for ISP designation under Section 6.2, you may wish to proceed with submitting your application for the ministry’s review. If your institution does not appear to have sufficient operational and financial history to satisfy the requirements in Section 6.2 at this time, it is unlikely that your institution would be successful in seeking ISP designation and you may wish to consider applying at a later time, or as the institution’s circumstances change.
Step 2: (If institution meets the checklist criteria) Submit an application form and supporting documentation to isp@ontario.ca
Note: Please save the completed pre-screening checklist and submit it to the ministry with your application.
Step 3: The ministry will review your application and supporting documentation in detail to determine if your institution meets the requirements for ISP designation at this time
Please note that the pre-screening checklist is an important self-assessment tool, and the final determination of the institution’s eligibility for designation under the ISP will be made by the ministry following a thorough review of your application and supporting documents, including a rigorous assessment of the institution’s financial viability and risk.
Other factors, such as experience providing post-secondary education to international students, student protection mechanisms (including tuition refunds or training completion plans), partner’s experience (in case of a proposed partnership), etc. may also be considered by the ministry.
If you have any questions about this pre-screening checklist or about the ISP designation process in general, please contact ISP@ontario.ca.
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A. Registered Career Colleges
Do all the following points of scenario A apply to the institution? 
Result: 
•         If you checked all the points of scenario A above, your institution appears to have sufficient operational and financial history for the ministry to consider your application for ISP designation. You may apply for designation pursuant to an exemption under Section 6.2 of the ISP Requirements. The ministry will assess your application and supporting documents to determine if your institution meets the requirements for ISP designation.
•         If you did not check all the points of scenario A above, then this scenario does not apply to your institution.
B. Ontario Ministerial Consent Holders
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B. Ontario Ministerial Consent Holders
Do all the following points of scenario B apply to the institution?
Result: 
•         If you checked all the points of scenario B above, your institution appears to have sufficient operational and financial history for the ministry to consider your application for ISP designation. You may apply for designation pursuant to an exemption under Section 6.2 of the ISP Requirements. The ministry will assess your application and supporting documents to determine if your institution meets the requirements for ISP designation.
•         If you did not check all the points of scenario B above, then this scenario does not apply to your institution.
C. Operational Experience in Another Canadian Jurisdiction
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C. Operational Experience in Another Canadian Jurisdiction
Do all the following points of scenario C apply to the institution?
Result: 
•         If you checked all the points of scenario C above, your institution appears to have sufficient operational and financial history for the ministry to consider your application for ISP designation. You may apply for designation pursuant to an exemption under Section 6.2 of the ISP Requirements. The ministry will assess your application and supporting documents to determine if your institution meets the requirements for ISP designation.
•         If you did not check all the points of scenario C above, then this scenario does not apply to your institution.
D. Operational Experience Outside of Canada
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D. Operational Experience Outside of Canada
Do all the following points of scenario D apply to the institution?
Result: 
•         If you checked all the points of scenario D above, your institution appears to have sufficient operational and financial history for the ministry to consider your application for ISP designation. You may apply for designation pursuant to an exemption under Section 6.2 of the ISP Requirements. The ministry will assess your application and supporting documents to determine if your institution meets the requirements for ISP designation.
•         If you did not check all the points of scenario D above, then this scenario does not apply to your institution.
E. None of the Scenarios A, B, C or D Apply 
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E. None of the Scenarios A, B, C or D Apply 
Does scenario A, B, C or D apply to the institution?
Result: 
         Your institution appears to have insufficient operational and financial history to be considered for ISP designation under Section 6.2 at this time. It is unlikely that at this time your institution will be approved for ISP designation.
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